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DISTRIBUTED APPLICATION CHECKPOINTING
FOR REPLICATED STATE MACHINES∗
NIYAZI ÖZDINÇ ÇELIKEL† AND TOLGA OVATMAN‡
Abstract. Application checkpointing is a widely used recovery mechanism that consists of saving an application’s state
periodically to be used in case of a failure. In this study we investigate the utilisation of distributed checkpointing for replicated
state machines. Conventionally, for replicated state machines, checkpointing information is stored in a replicated way in each of
the replicas or separately in a single instance. Applying distributed checkpointing provides a means to adjust the level of fault
tolerance of the checkpointing approach by giving away from recovery time. We use a local cluster and cloud environment to
examine the effects of distributed checkpointing in a simple state machine example and compare the results with conventional
approaches. As expected, distributed checkpointing gains from memory consumption and utilise different levels of fault tolerance
while performing worse in terms of recovery time.
Key words: Application Checkpointing, Replicated State Machines, Cloud Computing
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1. Introduction. During the passing few years, serverless computing has become more widespread among
the cloud service providers. Very broadly, this term refers to isolating almost every layer of the software
development stack from service developer by providing a service modelling medium such as a state machine.
By using this service definition model, developer might model and execute simple services without worrying
about the configuration of software stack layers.
From a cloud provider’s perspective, using replicated state machine (RSM) approach for fault tolerance is a
favourable alternative [1] [2] since it is a widely-known and implemented approach among software developers,
there even exists many frameworks for back-end programming such as Spring State Machines1 . RSMs simply
execute replicas of a state machine to handle requests in a distributed way. During running time, each replica
handles different requests and executes them as if they are being orderly processed by a main state machine.
An example of state machine replication can be seen in Fig. 1.1, where a master state machine on top is
replicated over three replicas. State machines transit between defined states such as A, B and C with incoming
events such as E1, E2 and E3. Using a master replica (or state machine) is dependent on the context of usage.
When no master is used, replicas are expected to eventually be orchestrated to reflect a single logical state
machine. The replicas can be deployed in proximate locations as well as in geographically distinct locations [3]
that may affect the performance of orchestration among the replicas.
One of the important aspects in deploying RSMs is fault recovery. Replicas may periodically save system
state, known as checkpoints, to recover to a past state in the presence of a system failure. Checkpointing is also
utilised for the cases where a new replica is introduced to the system to update the replica’s state to the current
state of the RSM. For RSMs, using different checkpointing approaches might have different characteristics in
terms of non-functional properties of the system. For instance, if each replica keeps full restore information
specific to the replica, redundant replicated checkpointing information would emerge since all the replicas
eventually go through the same execution path at run-time. On the other hand, keeping a single checkpointing
replica would result in a single point of failure for checkpointing operation.
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Fig. 1.1: State machine replication

In this study, we utilise characteristics specific to state machines to introduce a distributed checkpointing
approach for RSMs (DCfRSM) that simply distributes the checkpointing operation and checkpoint information
among replicas. Our approach makes it possible to utilise different levels of replication of checkpointing information to leverage recovery overhead and fault tolerance. We use a simple state machine instance, implemented
using spring state machines to demonstrate and evaluate our approach. We use different number of replicas
running in a local cluster and in amazon web services separately to measure memory consumption for each
replica and recovery time for a booting state machine replica. We compared our approach with two different approaches, namely conventional checkpointing and centralised checkpointing, to evaluate the advantages
in using distributed checkpointing for RSMs. Results from these experiments show that DCfRSM provided
advantage in terms of memory consumption compared to centralised conventional approaches. On the other
hand, DCfRSM produces a high recovery time when it is compared to centralised and conventional approaches
because of the extra communication overhead needed for collecting partial histories from different replicas inside
a cluster. However, we believe this overhead is the cost of obtaining a higher level of fault tolerance especially
with respect to centralised checkpointing. This study expands our earlier preliminary study [4] by providing
implementation details of the DCfRSM approach and results from experiments on a real cloud environment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we review related literature. In Sect. 3 we explain
the DCfRSM approach in more detail. Experimental architecture, implemented approaches for benchmarking
purposes and simulation environment are introduced in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the results of the experiments
and the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.
2. Related Work. There exists numerous studies to optimise performance and recovery costs of checkpointing approaches in distributed computing. In this study, we study on application level checkpointing which
is applied in a more software-agnostic way by relying on operating on memory as a whole; a comparative
discussion between system and application level checkpointing can be found in [5]. The work depicted in [6]
states the necessity for replicated state machines to guarantee that majority of replicas inside a cluster can
communicate with each other and be prone to node failures. In case of failures on physical machines, in order
to minimise checkpointing costs, [7] proposes a novel replication technique with the aim of decreasing recovery
costs while [8] proposes a new approach for reducing storage costs.
Due to the review by [9], several layers of fault-tolerance may be defined, such as optimistic fault-tolerance
and conservative fault-tolerance mechanisms. This study also states that, by using checkpointing and redo
mechanisms, there is a strong chance for ensuring replica consistency for the RSM clusters. Achieving replica
consistency, is also one of the features proposed by the DCfRSM approach.
The idea behind using replicated state machines in order to model distributed checkpointing approach is
already stated by [2] and [10]. Replicated state machines can be made fault-tolerant with feeding the same
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inputs to multiple computers which is the approach used as fundamental principle within scope of experiments
of this study. In this aspect, another interesting study is abortable state machine replication approach [11],
implemented as an extension for Zyzzyva [12] where authors provide a byzantine fault tolerance mechanism to
support interruption of execution in replicated state machines.
Moreover, the study in [1] states that increasing the quality of the user experience is highly dependent on
making systems replicated across geographically by using replicated state machines. As suggested by [1], we
also experiment on cloud systems to be able to examine the advantage of DCfRSM approach on geographically
distributed and replicated state machines.Thesis study in [13], also represents an eﬀicient logging mechanism
along with an eﬀicient checkpointing model, which is executed in a parallel and distributed manner by executing
concurrent commands. By using this approach, not only recovery process is parallelised but also checkpointing
is persisted concurrently in all replicas.
Following geographical distribution, a number of studies has also been publishing the utilisation of checkpointing in cloud environments and in state machines running on cloud environments. Providing checkpointing,
as a cloud service has been proposed in an earlier study, where authors have used existing software packages
to implement checkpointing on cloud environments [14]. A later study examined checkpointing in edge cloud
scenarios and provided algorithms to improve persistence and recovery server selection processes [15]. Having
a similar domain with edge domain, a past study uses state machine models of internet of things devices to
select optimal points for checkpointing and try to reduce energy overhead of checkpointing process [16].
Another area of literature, regarding checkpointing in the cloud, consists recovery processes of distributed
running tasks. A recent study proposes a system in this aspects and evaluates over energy consumption, service
level agreement violations, recovery time of tasks and failure rates [17]. A very recent study also reports storage
checkpoint recovery times for bag-of-tasks jobs over Amazon Web Services [18]. Even though not being in cloud
domain, there has been past research on modelling tasks as state machines and using state machine properties
to schedule checkpointing process to optimise restoration time [19].
Reduction of communication between replicas is not the primary concern of our study but there are studies
in literature focusing on networking aspects. For instance, the study in [20] proposes a high-performance
replicated state machine checkpoint and recovery approach inspired by Paxos consensus protocol. There are
also other studies that utilise Paxos such as [21], where authors propose an eﬀicient implementation for snapshots
and recovering current state of the state machine.
In order to minimise overall checkpoint overhead, the study in [22] proposes to checkpoint only straggling
tasks in order to minimise the number of checkpoints. Within the scope of our study, instead of persisting
checkpoints after only certain tasks, as suggested by [22], we have chosen to persist checkpoints to be triggered
just after every task execution inside state machines.
With the aim of reducing the checkpoint data size, the study depicted in [23] propose a novel checkpointing
mechanism by modelling a decision algorithm in order to reveal the and persist dirty pages that are modified
since last checkpoint time. We employ the time ticks and execution history elements in incremental checkpointing approach introduced by [23] and store events occurred within predesignated time ticks for a predesignated
execution steps, instead of forcing all the replicas to checkpoint all the modifications performed on the internal
states so far. Another study in [24] presents concurrent replication technique for the replicated state machines
and compensate non-determinism with the help of static analysis. In our study we reduce the checkpointing
storage costs by trying to eliminate redundant checkpointing information from replicas.
Another important aspect of implementing a checkpointing approach is the system level which the designated approach is going to operate on; such as in user level [25] or kernel level [26]. The approach introduced
in this paper operates as user level. In the study depicted by [25], states that the user level checkpointing is performed explicitly by external applications and hence, user-level application is unaware whether it is
check-pointed or not.On the other hand, the study in [26] proposes an innovative approach called buffered
co-scheduling which is implemented at kernel level, hence has unrestricted access to hardware and software
resources easily so that operating system’s signal mechanism can easily be used for checkpointing formulations.
Although considerable amount of work has been performed on memory checkpointing, very few recent
studies exists that provides an approach utilising state machines. A very recent example to such a study uses
checkpointing in persisting distributed legacy in memory software by the introduction of a persistent memory
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based tool [27]. Another recent study in non volatile memory systems uses differential checkpointing to leverage
energy eﬀiciency [28]. Even though state machines are not explicitly used in this study, a recent application of
differential checkpointing is presented.
Checkpointing in in-memory processing has been focus of recent studies; an example to such a study is the
idea of applying probabilistic checkpointing on the domain of stream processing where authors present a periodic
multi-level checkpointing approach and evaluated their approach by experimenting on Apache Flink [29]. An
earlier study proposes asynchronous checkpointing approach to be used in in-memory database systems by
defining virtual consistency points in application run and apply checkpointing regarding those points [30].
Frequency of checkpointing, lately has drawn some attention as well; a recent study explores how recomputing
some data values instead of recovering a persistent copy may decrease checkpointing frequency and provide
energy eﬀiciency [31].
Besides checkpointing approaches, there has also been interest in recovery mechanisms with respect to state
machine execution context. Due to the study in [32], there are various industry-standard tools which adopts
recovery approach in the context of state machines in different aspects. An example to such an approach
is ”declarative system update”, that works by defining the desired state of system and applying necessary
modifications to current state in order to achieve the desired state by using RSMs in different context. In
addition to this study, the study in [13] increases the performance of the recovery of failed replicas by parallelising
the checkpointing operation. Parallelisation, in this study, is achieved by execution of concurrent commands
under coordinated and uncoordinated modes of execution. This approach provides a chance for achieving
consistency for both faulty and regular(non-faulty) replicas. The study depicted in [33], proposes three novel
recovery approaches that produce less overhead during restoration in faulty replicas. Our proposed approach is
also inspired from this study in reducing the amount of overhead produced by replicas by reducing the amount
of extra processing related to checkpointing.
Eﬀicient checkpointing and recovery mechanisms in the context of replicated state machines has other
application areas as well. An example to such an application area can be found in [34], where eﬀicient recovery
execution is implemented in the presence of arbitrary faults. The study depicted in [35], proposes to use divideand-conquer approach for the fault-tolerant replicated state machine cluster systems. According to the study
in [36], a decision system inside state machine cluster may predict the executing process being CPU-bound
or I/O-bound. According to this decision, subsequent modifications are speculatively executed and used in
checkpointing. If the speculation is correct, then checkpoint is made durable and persistent, otherwise, RSM
cluster rolls back to previous state to the checkpoint and re-execute further operations for ensuring durability.
This approach is stated as beneficial if the time interval of checkpointing is less than the time interval of
performing operation which generates the expected result.
3. Distributed Checkpointing for Replicated State Machines (DCfRSM). Distributed checkpointing approach employs deploying and serialising request history handled by an RSM into many pieces
during persisting checkpoints. This way, each RSM instance may store a specific piece of history instead of
full execution history. During a recovery, whole history is going to be gathered from the components of the
system, which also means, logical master history will be shared between all the active state machine replicas.
Definition 3.1 (State Machine). A state machine is composed of a triplet where S is a set consisting the
states in the system, E is the set of events and F is a transition function that represent transitions between the
states, each triggered by an event.
M = {S, E, F }
S = {s0 , s1 , . . .}
E = {e0 , e1 , . . .}
F ⊂S×E×S
To explain the distributed checkpointing approach in more detail we employ a labelled state transition
model where a state machine is defined with a triplet M = {S, E, F } such as in Definition 1. In this model
S represents the set of states in the transition system, E corresponds to the set of labels used to label the
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transitions between the states and F is the transition function between the states that defines a deterministic
system.
More precisely, each and every RSM instances includes some states stated as si ∈ S, some labels correek
sj . The transition
sponding to events ei ∈ E triggering transitions between state machine states such as si →
function F is defined over S × E → S. For instance for the master state machine in Fig. 1.1, S = {A, B, C}
where E = {E1, E2, E3} and F = {(A, E1, B), (B, E2, C), (C, E3, A)}.
We may use the generic machine definition in presented in Definition 1 to demonstrate the distributed
checkpointing process. Whole execution history for the RSM instance can be illustrated as in definition in
Eq. 3.1. By using this equation, it is possible to state the history begins with a designated state, execution of
state machine continues by events that trigger the machine to transit between the states.
H = (si , ei , sj , ej , sk , ek , sm ) . . .

(3.1)

An execution history instance contains some number of events that results in the machine to transit between
states in an orderly manner. In order to represent this order of events we may use superscripts to annotate
our history definitions such as in Eq. 3.22 . Here, we omit the subscripts that distinguish between the specific
events/states for simplicity. In case of a replicated state machine, eventually, each replica of the master state
machine is supposed to execute the same order of events. Hence, in a synchronisation agnostic manner, we may
distribute the responsibility of saving specific parts of history to specific machines.
H [0−59] = (s0 , e0 , s1 , e1 , s2 , e2 , . . . , s59 , e59 , s60 )
[0−19]

H0

= (s0 , e0 , s1 , e1 , . . . , s19 , e19 , s20 )

[20−39]

= (s20 , e20 , s21 , e21 , . . . , e39 , s40 )

[40−59]

= (s40 , e40 , e41 , e42 , . . . , e59 , s60 )

H1
H2

(3.2)

A very straightforward example would be the one in Eq. 3.2, where the history is divided into three equally
length parts. A division like in Eq. 3.2 might be accomplished in the presence of three replicas which has
executed 60 events so far. Each replica saves a specific portion of history which might be represented as Hiτ
where i represents the replica id and τ represents the time interval which replica needs to save the history for
the checkpointing purpose. Once the τ is parameter is determined for the overall system, a specific replica
might simply perform history saving decision by a simple arithmetic operation. For instance for a three replica
system where τ is designated as 20, the replica with id 0 should begin saving history for 20 events every time
the modulus of the event number divided by τ equals its own id. Equation 3.3 formalises this calculation by
representing replica id by rid 3 , event number by ei and number of replicas by |R| where R corresponds to the
replica set.
rid == ((ei div τ ) mod |R|)

(3.3)

In this decision process, an important aspect would be the necessity to broadcast and synchronise whenever
a new replica joins the replica set or a present replica leaves the replica set since those situations change the
specific points in history where a replica starts saving history for checkpoint. Another important aspect is
distributing the history portions in the aforementioned way works correctly for the case when a new replica
joins the system but in case of a failure, the specific portion of the history saved by the failing replica becomes
lost. In order to deal with this issue, an additional parameter may be introduced to the system such as ρ that
represents the replication factor.
Replication factor parameter designates how much each portion of the execution history is replicated among
replicas. When performing history saving decision, each replica checks the replication factor parameter as well
to starts saving history. For instance, for the straightforward example above ρ is 1 since each portion of the
history is saved by a single replica. If we designate ρ as 2 then each portion should be saved by two replicas.
2 We
3 We

use simple brackets to represent an ordered set.
assume replica id’s start from 0 in the context of this paper
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Fig. 4.1: Example book store state machine.

Parameter ρ can be adapted as in Eq. 3.4 simply by adding ρ number of additional condition where the right
hand side of the equation is incremented once for each additional condition.
ρ
∧

(rid == ((ei div τ ) mod |R|) + k)

(3.4)

k=0

For instance, for a 240 event execution, if the number of replicas is 6, τ is determined as 20 and ρ is
determined as 2, replica with id 4 is going to save history for twenty events beginning from 80th , 100th , 200th
and 220th events. Additionally, replica with id 5 is going to save history for twenty events beginning from 100th ,
120th , and 220th events. Since we assume the execution history consists of 240 events, replica 5 is going to stop
saving at the end of 240th event but for a case with longer execution histories it is going to continue saving for
20 events starting from 240th event as well. This approach is similar to mirroring and striping approach used
in RAID 1+0 implementations [37].
A final remark might be to note that ρ parameter should not exceed the number of replicas, naturally. This
parameter provides full history saving by all the replicas when it is set to the number of replicas and provide
minimal level of reliability when it is set to 2. If ρ parameter is set to 1, distributed checkpointing will be
useful only for the joining replicas to the replica cluster but it will be unreliable in case of a replica failure. It
should also be noted that as ρ gets larger it will produce more overhead on each replica during checkpointing
and recovery operations.
4. Experimental Environment.
4.1. Overall Architecture. We use a simple book store state machine, as shown on Fig. 4.1 to carry out
experiments on distributed checkpointing approach. When a book is ready to be bought from customers, it
starts with UNPAID state and waits the PAID event to be triggered. When the booking and payment operations
are performed on the book, PAID event is triggered and state has been changed from UNPAID to PENDING state.
In this state, book store waits the receipt from customer in order to ship the book. Once the receipt is received
by book store, RECEIPT event is triggered and state is transited from PENDING to PAID. In our experiments we
use an implementation of this state machine using Spring State Machines.
We set an experimental environment up using containers and a message queue as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
Each state machine is implemented using Spring State Machine framework inside containers running replicas
of the book store state machine. Coordinator node is responsible from generating workload for state machine
replicas and coordinating booting sequences of the state machine instances by communicating with replica
agents through a simple message queue. We also use coordinators and agents to collect information about the
run-time measures that we use to evaluate the performance of the experimented approaches. We have used this
architecture in our local experiments as well as cloud experiments.
A typical execution of an experiments kicks off with booting all the replicated state machines inside current
cluster. During their booting sequence, replicas prepares themselves to process events -initialize local and shared
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Fig. 4.2: Overall architecture.

variables and so on-, and then, begin listening to incoming events in order to perform transitions between state
machine states. Controller node, creates necessary events and sends them to replicas via message broker. The
message broker in our architecture is responsible from the following actions:
• Event communication between the coordinator node and replicas,
• Acknowledging controller node of replica life cycle,
• Communicating checkpointing information between replicas and the coordinator node,
• Measuring and reporting number of messages passed through during event processing.
Once the first event is send to state machines, it processes this event, performs necessary operations on its
variables and finishes its execution in order to process a new event. After event processing finishes checkpointing
operations are performed. During our experiments we use replicas to store checkpointing information as well as
coordinator node whenever an external entity is necessary for the checkpointing approach. The details of the
checkpointing approaches we have implement is explained in more detail in Sect. 4.2. During checkpointing,
we store the context of the state machine which involves inputs and outputs of the current state. Inputs
consist of incoming event, event timestamp, source state of the state machine while outputs consist of local and
shared variables, destination state of the state machine. As a result of checkpointing process in each replica,
whole execution history is recorded as a sequence of state machine contexts in replicas and/or coordinator node
depending on the applied approach.
4.2. Implemented Approaches. For our experiments we implemented four different approaches to
compare the performance of the distributed checkpointing approach. Initially we implemented centralised
checkpointing approach where checkpointing information is stored only in the controller node. Afterwards we
implemented conventional approach where each replica stores all the checkpointing information. Finally we
implemented two variants of our approach: a striped DCfRSM where each replica stores a single portion of the
execution history (ρ = 1) and a striped and mirrored DCfRSM where each replica stores two portions of the
execution history (ρ = 2).
In case of centralised approach, none of RSMs store any of the checkpoints; instead all the checkpoint
messages are stored by the controller node, ensuring all the events processed by all the replicas are persisted.
To avoid the controller node to be a single point of failure, centralised node can also be replicated. We have
left implementation and performance evaluation of such a scenario for a future study.
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One of the checkpointing approaches that is used for benchmarking DCfRSM approach is conventional
checkpointing. In this approach all the replicas perform checkpointing after each and every event processing,
storing exactly the same checkpoints information. In case of any failure on any of the RSM instances, all the
checkpoint information should be gathered and applied in order to join back to the RSM cluster. Likewise, a
freshly booting replica should communicate with a/some running replica(s) to gather checkpoint information.
Memory overhead of this approach is expected to be larger than other approaches, since checkpoint snapshots
are redundantly stored by replicas.
As explained in Sect. 3, we implemented two variants of DCfRSM, with replication factor(ρ) set to one and
two respectively, to reason about the amount of increase in the overhead as the replication factor parameter
gets higher. As discussed earlier, employing a higher level of ρ provides more reliable checkpointing and a
higher overhead to replicas.
We provide our implementations for the book store state machine4 and controller node5 openly hosted in
a cloud repository service to make our experiments reproducible by the scientific community.
5. Experimental Evaluation. For the executions of tests, we use two different environments, a local
cluster and a cloud based environment. All the experiments are conducted with 4, 6, 8 and 10 replicas in the
experimental environment over 10 repetitions for each experiment by sending a total number of 3600 requests
for the master state machine of the replicated cluster. We set the replica’s history portion interval τ to 120
events being a common multiple for each different number of replicas used in the experiments and also being a
divisor of total number of requests used in the experiments.
During these experiments average amount of memory consumption used by all replicas in the cluster
is measured as well as average of restore duration of newly joining replica. In order to measure memory
consumption of each replica during state machine execution, an external library is used for counting number of
checkpoint objects in memory. Java’s instrumentation API6 is used during state machine execution to measure
and log memory usage whenever a checkpoint is about to be persisted. An overview of the application of our
experiments can be summarised as follows:
• Initialise controller node and message broker,
• Initialise the necessary number of replica in the cluster,
• Trigger messages from controller node, wait for replicas to finish execution,
• Once all the events are processed, compare local and shared variables of all the replicas in order to
ensure that replicas executed consistently,
• Boot a new replica in order to join the cluster, wait for the replica to gather checkpoint information
from respective node/nodes
Once the new replica finishes its execution, it means that first round of the experiments are finished. As of
all the experiments for the respective replica set is finished, reports can be generated. By using the flow above,
total memory consumption of the cluster is calculated for the replicas. Then, averages and standard errors for
repeated experiments are calculated.
5.1. Experiments on local cluster. As a local cluster we use computers with 2.60 GHz Intel i5 processors, 4 GB RAM and 100 GB SSDs running debian linux distributions. We begin presenting the experiments on
our local cluster by examining memory consumption of each approach on average for each replica. Figure 5.1
presents and compares the memory consumption for approaches. As expected, conventional approach constantly consumes the highest amount of memory since all the replicas in the cluster keep the whole history all
the time for this approach. Likewise, centralised approach constantly consumes the lowest amount of memory
since replicas do not keep any checkpointing history for this approach. Distributed checkpointing approaches
stand in the middle between conventional and centralised approaches and spend less memory as the number of
replicas increase since the history will be divided among more number of replicas. Comparably, mirroring on
top of striping increases the amount of memory consumption, as expected.
For restore duration in Fig. 5.2, the results in the local cluster are close and have high deviations. However,
4 https://github.com/celikelozdinc/DistributedStateMachine
5 https://github.com/celikelozdinc/LoadBalancer
6 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/instrument/Instrumentation.html
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Fig. 5.1: Average memory consumption by replicas.

Fig. 5.2: Restore duration.

the average restore duration for centralised approach performed the best with respect to other approaches since
the booting sequence requires less communication and only with coordinator node. Conventional approach came
the second because obtaining history information from another replica requires and extra step of communication
in our implementation compared to centralised approach: during booting sequence checkpoint information needs
to be communicated from a running replica to coordinator and then from the coordinator to booting replica.
This overhead may be avoided by enabling the booting replica to directly obtain checkpoint data from a
running replica. Distributed checkpointing approaches perform worse because they need more communication
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Fig. 5.3: Average time spend for each phases of restoring

Fig. 5.4: AWS EC2 architecture for cloud experiments.

with other replicas more than the conventional and centralised approaches. An important remark might be the
mirrored and striped approach beating the striped approach for restore duration. We believe, this is due to the
more number of alternatives to obtain checkpoint data portions during restoring phase. Any slow responding,
bottleneck, replica is eliminated due to the presence of alternatives to obtain the same data when striping and
mirroring is applied.
Furthermore, we investigated the time spent during the restoring of a booting replica in Fig. 5.3. It can
be seen that the difference between different approaches is greatly due to the checkpoint data communication
phase.
5.2. Experiments on cloud environment. We also repeat our experiments on geographically distributed t3.medium instances running on a Amazon Web Services Elastic Compute Cloud (AWS-EC2). As per
Fig. 5.4, 6 virtual machines from 3 different regions are used for executing experiments in cloud environment.
While executing experiments, controller node and message broker service is isolated and positioned on a dif-
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Fig. 5.5: Memory consumption from the experiments in cloud.

Fig. 5.6: Restore duration from the experiments in cloud.

ferent region which is totally apart from RSM instances. All the RSM instances distributed among 4 virtual
machines and hence, spread to 2 regions. Freshly booting replicas are joint to cluster from a region apart from
the regions of active replicas. By doing so, whenever a new replica joins the cluster, it is needed to gather
checkpoint snapshots from different machines on geographically distributed regions.
Figure 5.5 shows the same advantage of DCfRSM approach in terms of memory consumption. Distributed
approaches spend less memory since they divide the history data to multiple parts during their execution.
Centralised approach is the best in this respect, naturally, since it doesn’t require any replica to keep any
checkpointing data.
As per Fig. 5.6, results from experiments in cloud environment shows some differences in terms of restore
duration in cloud environments. Conventional approaches perform worse than the rest due to the fact that
the booting replica is always in a geographically different region than the replica that provides checkpointing
information. Likewise, for the centralised approach it is guaranteed that the booting replica and the coordinator
are in the same region, which provides an advantage of communication latency during the booting time. In more
realistic scenarios these measurements might change form case to case. A booting replica might not always
find the checkpoint data in a close replica in terms of geographical location or network latency. However,
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our experiments provide the best and worst case scenarios under centralised and conventional approaches
respectively to show the place of distributed checkpointing approaches with this respect. For distributed
checkpointing, restore duration is always better than conventional approach even though the booting replica is
in a different region than all the other replicas. This situation is due to the exploitation of alternatives instead
of relying on a single replica. On the other hand, for cloud experiments, striped approach has performed slightly
better than the striped and mirrored approach for small number of replicas but striped and mirrored approach
performed much better as the number of replicas reached to 10. This situation shows that for increased network
latency mirroring might lose its positive effect on restore duration for small number of replicas.
6. Conclusion and Future Work. In this paper, distributed checkpointing for the replicated state
machines is examined and compared with conventional approaches. Especially in terms of full replication of
checkpointing data and using a single node, distributed checkpointing approaches provide a mediation point
to leverage between the amount of fault tolerance of the cluster versus restore duration of the replicas. Our
experiments show that using distributed checkpointing provides a certain amount of memory consumption
advantage and provides worse (as expected) but comparable restore duration. Main advantage of using a
distributed checkpointing approach is to distribute the checkpointing information among replicas to provide an
adjustable level of fault tolerance during replicated state machine execution.
Our studies can be extended to decrease recovery time overhead as much as possible in order to provide a
better trade-off between distributed checkpointing and other approaches. Though many possible improvement
opportunities exist in our implementations, allowing replicas to communicate each other via agents to eliminate
the need to use a coordinator node might the most important one. Another possibility might be to better
parallelise the recovery phase for distributed checkpointing since the approach benefits from using independent
portions of the execution history. Moreover, various different values for parameters τ and ρ might be used to
find optimal values for different scenarios in RSM checkpointing. Finally, providing the reliability of history
portions by using parity information instead of mirroring might be another possible improvement to store even
less checkpointing information in this context.
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